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Abstract—Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) learn filters in order to capture local correlation patterns in feature space. In this
paper we propose to revert to learning combinations of preset spectral filters by switching to CNNs with harmonic blocks. We rely on
the use of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) filters which have excellent energy compaction properties and are widely used for
image compression. The proposed harmonic blocks rely on DCT-modeling and replace conventional convolutional layers to produce
partially or fully harmonic versions of new or existing CNN architectures. We demonstrate how the harmonic networks can be efficiently
compressed in a straightforward manner by truncating high-frequency information in harmonic blocks which is possible due to the
redundancies in the spectral domain. We report extensive experimental validation demonstrating the benefits of the introduction of
harmonic blocks into state-of-the-art CNN models in image classification, segmentation and edge detection applications.
Index Terms—Harmonic Network, Convolutional Neural Networks, Discrete Cosine Transform, Image Classification, Object Detection,
Edge Detection.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
CNNs have been designed to take advantage of implicit character-
istics of natural images, specifically correlation in local neighbor-
hood and feature equivariance. The wide application of features
obtained by convolving images with explicitly defined local filters
highlights the shift from the extraction of global information
towards local learning.
Standard CNNs rely on the learned convolutional filters that
allow them to be adjusted flexibly to the data available. In some
cases, however, it may be advantageous to revert to preset filter
banks. For instance with limited training data, using a collection
of preset filters can help in avoiding overfitting and in reducing
the computational complexity of the system. An example of
such networks with preset (wavelet based) filters is the scattering
network, which achieved state-of-the-art results in handwritten
digit recognition and texture classification [1].
We propose instead to replace the standard convolutional
operations in CNNs by harmonic blocks that learn the weighted
sums of responses to the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) filters,
see Fig. 1. DCT has been successfully used for JPEG encoding to
transform image blocks into spectral representations to capture
the most information with a small number of coefficients [2].
Motivated by frequency separation and energy compaction prop-
erties of DCT, the proposed harmonic networks rely on combining
responses of window-based DCT with a small receptive field. Our
method learns how to optimally combine spectral coefficients at
every layer to produce a fixed size representation defined as a
weighted sum of responses to DCT filters. The use of DCT filters
allows one to easily address the task of model compression. While
other works that propose convolutional filters decomposition to
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particular basis functions [3], [4] have mostly focused on ability to
compress the network, we show furthermore that prior information
coming from well chosen filter basis can not only be used for
compression but can also speed up training convergence and
improve performance.
This paper presents a comprehensive study based on our earlier
works [5], [6] on harmonic blocks1. In this work we introduce fur-
ther analysis and substantially expand the experimental validation
to include edge and object detection cases that broader demon-
strate the benefits of harmonic networks. The relevant background
is first presented (Sec. 2) and our harmonic network formulation
is then explained in Sec. 3. Our proposed harmonic block acts as
elementary unit to encode any neural network. It is extensively val-
idated against state-of-the-art alternatives for image classification
(Sec. 4), for object detection and segmentation (Sec. 5), and finally
for boundary detection in images (Sec. 6). All our architectures are
distinct in our reported results with the name starting with Harm.
We conclude the paper with some final remarks (Sec. 7). The
PyTorch implementations for our harmonic networks are publicly
available at https://github.com/matej-ulicny/harmonic-networks.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 DCT & CNNs
2.1.1 Forensics
Networks trained on DCT coefficients are frequently used in
forensics for detection of tampered parts in images. These parts are
assumed to have different distribution of DCT coefficients from
the rest of the image. A common practice is to classify histograms
of preselected DCT coefficients by 1-D convolutional network [7],
[8], [9]. Furthermore this task was addressed by a multi-branch
2D CNN [10] trained on feature maps spanned by the first 20
AC coefficients (corresponding to non-zero frequencies in DCT)
extracted from JPEG images.
1. See result of our harmonic WRN model on STL-10 classifica-
tion task (https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classification-on-stl-10?p=
harmonic-networks-with-limited-training).
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2Fig. 1. Left: Design of the harmonic block. Boxes show operation type, size of filter (if applicable) and the number of output channels given the block
filter size K, number of input channels N and output channels M . Batch normalization (BN) block is optional. Right: Visualization of the harmonic
block applied to an input layer.
2.1.2 Object recognition & classification
A number of studies have investigated the use of spectral image
representations for object recognition. DCT on small resolution
images coupled with coefficient truncation was used to speed
up training of fully connected sparse autoencoders [11]. DCT
features from the entire image were used to train Radial Basis
Function Network for face recognition [12]. A significant conver-
gence speedup and case-specific accuracy improvement have been
achieved by applying DCT transform to early stage learned feature
maps in shallow CNNs [13] whereas the later stage convolutional
filters were operating on a sparse spectral feature representation.
In [14], [15] it was demonstrated how DCT coefficients can be
efficiently used to train CNNs for classification, where the DCT
coefficients can be computed or taken directly from JPEG image
format.
2.2 Wavelets & CNNs
2.2.1 Scattering networks
As an alternative to DCT, scattering Networks [1] are built on
complex-valued Morlet wavelets. The scattering networks have
its filters designed to extract translation and rotation invariant
representations and it was shown to achieve comparable classifi-
cation accuracy to unsupervised deep learning [16] (unsupervised
convolutional deep learning algorithms have filters optimized with
nonlabeled training data for feature extraction only, before the
classifier). The scattering network based on rotation and scale
invariant wavelet transform was shown to effectively reduce the
input representation while preserving discriminative information
for training CNN on image classification [17], [18] and object
detection task [19] achieving performance comparable to deeper
models. Williams et al. [20] have advocated image preprocessing
with wavelet transform, but used different CNNs for each fre-
quency subband. Wavelet filters were also used as a preprocessing
method prior to NN-based classifier [21], and to enhance edge
information in images prior to classification [22].
2.2.2 Other spectral based CNNs
Other works have used wavelets in CNN computational graphs.
Second order coefficients from Fast Wavelet Transform were used
in [23] to design wavelet pooling operator. Similar approach was
taken by Ripperl et al. who designed spectral pooling [24] based
on Fast Fourier Transform of the features and proposing truncation
of the high-frequency coefficients. They also proposed to parame-
terise filters in the Fourier domain to decrease their redundancy
and speed up the convergence when training the network. In
both works, the pooled features were recovered with Inverse Fast
Wavelet or Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform respectively, thus
the CNN still operates in the spatial domain.
To address texture classification, Fujieda et al. [25] proposed
a Wavelet Convolutional Network that is trained on responses
to Haar wavelets and concatenates higher order coefficient maps
along with features of the same dimensionality learned from
lower-order coefficients. Similar approach is taken by Lu et al. [26]
that learns from both spatial and spectral information that is
decomposed from first layer features. The higher-order coefficients
are also concatenated along with the lower dimensional feature
maps. However, contrary to our harmonic networks, Wavelet
CNNs decompose only the input features and not the features
learned at intermediate stages. Robustness to object rotations
was addressed by modulating learned filters by oriented Gabor
filters [27]. Worrall et al. incorporated complex circular harmonics
into CNNs to learn rotation equivariant representations [28].
Similarly to our harmonic block, the structured receptive field
block [29] learns new filters by combining fixed filters, a set
of Gaussian derivatives with considerably large spatial extent.
Additionally, Gaussian derivative bases of small spatial extend
have been used by Kobayashi to express convolutional filters [30].
DCFNet [3] expresses filters by truncated expansion of Fourier-
Bessel basis, maintaining accuracy of the original model while
reducing the number of parameters.
2.3 Compressing DNNs
Numerous works have focused on compressing the size of neural
networks and decreasing the inference and training time. Speedup
and memory saving for inference can be achieved by approx-
imating the trained full-rank CNN filters by separable rank-1
filters [31]. Assuming smoothness of learned filters, Frequency-
Sensitive Hashed Network (FreshNet) [32] expresses filters by
their DCT representation and groups their parameters to share
the same value within each group. Wang et al. [33] relaxes this
constrain to express each weight by its residual from the cluster
center. Weights in this form were quantized and transformed
via Huffman coding (used for JPEG compression) for limiting
storage. Convolution was performed in the frequency domain to
reduce the computational complexity. Han et al. [34] compressed
networks by pruning, clustering and quantizing weights which are
consequently fine-tuned. It has been shown [35] that a model
complexity can be adjusted during the training time: increased
3via introduction of new filters by rotating and applying noise to
existing ones, and reduced by clustering to selectively decrease
their redundancy.
3 HARMONIC NETWORKS
A convolutional layer extracts correlation of input patterns with
locally applied learned filters. The idea of convolutions applied to
images stems from the observation that pixels in local neighbor-
hoods of natural images tend to be strongly correlated. In many
image analysis applications, transformation methods are used to
decorrelate signals forming an image [36]. In contrast with spatial
convolution with learned kernels, this study proposes feature
learning by weighted combinations of responses to predefined
filters. The latter extracts harmonics from lower-level features in
a region. The use of well selected predefined filters allows one
to reduce the impact of overfitting and decrease computational
complexity. In this work we focus on the use of DCT as the
underlying transformation.
3.1 Discrete Cosine Transform
DCT is an orthogonal transformation method that decomposes an
image to its spatial frequency spectrum. In continuous form, a 2D
signal is projected to a sum of sinusoids with different frequencies.
The contribution of each sinusoid towards the whole signal is
determined by its coefficient calculated during the transforma-
tion. DCT is also a separable transform and due to its energy
compaction properties on natural images [36] it is commonly
used for image and video compression in widely used JPEG and
MPEG formats. Karhunen-Loe`ve transform (KLT) is considered
to be optimal in signal decorrelation, however it transforms signal
via unique basis functions that are not separable and need to be
estimated from the data. On locally correlated signals such as
natural images DCT was shown to closely approximate KLT [37].
The literature provides several distinct definitions of DCT.
We will rely on the most common formulation, DCT-II, which is
computed on a 2-dimensional grid of the image X of size A×B
representing the image patch with 1 pixel discretisation step as
Yu,v =
A−1∑
x=0
B−1∑
y=0
√
αu
A
√
αv
B
Xx,y×
cos
[
pi
A
(
x+
1
2
)
u
]
cos
[
pi
B
(
y +
1
2
)
v
]
.
(1)
This reports the DCT coefficient Yu,v representing the transforma-
tion of the input with sinusoids at frequency u and v in horizontal
and vertical orientations, respectively. Basis functions are typically
normalized with factors αu = 1 (resp. αv = 1) when u = 0 (resp.
when v = 0) and αu = 2 (resp. αv = 2) otherwise to ensure their
orthonormality.
3.2 Harmonic blocks
A harmonic block is proposed to replace a conventional convolu-
tional operation and relies on processing the data in two stages (see
Fig. 1). Firstly, the input features undergo harmonic decomposition
by a transformation method. Conceptually, various transformation
methods can be used e.g. wavelets, derivatives of Gaussians, etc. In
this study we focus on window-based DCT. In the second stage,
the transformed signals are combined by learned weights. The
fundamental difference from standard convolutional network is
that the optimization algorithm is not searching for filters that
extract spatial correlation, rather learns the relative importance of
preset feature extractors (DCT filters) at multiple layers.
Harmonic blocks are integrated as a structural element in the
existing or new CNN architectures. We thus design harmonic
networks that consist of one or more harmonic blocks and, op-
tionally, standard learned convolutions and fully-connected layers,
as well as any other structural elements of a neural net. Spectral
decomposition of input features into block-DCT representation is
implemented as a convolution with DCT basis functions. A 2D
kernel with size K × K is constructed for each basis function,
comprising a filter bank of depth K2, which is separately applied
to each of the input features. Convolution with the filter bank
isolates coefficients of DCT basis functions to their exclusive
feature maps, creating a new feature map per each channel and
each frequency considered. The number of operations required to
calculate this representation can be minimized by decomposing
2D DCT filter into two rank-1 filters and applying them as
separable convolution to rows and columns sequentially. Despite
the operation being computationally cheaper compared to dense
convolutions, the spectral decomposition upsamples the number
of intermediate features by K2 factor, thus notably increasing the
corresponding memory requirements.
Each feature map hl at depth l is computed as a weighted
linear combination of DCT coefficients across all input channels
N :
hl =
N−1∑
n=0
K−1∑
u=0
K−1∑
v=0
wln,u,vψu,v ∗ ∗hl−1n (2)
where ψu,v is a u, v frequency selective DCT filter of size
K × K , ∗∗ the 2-dimensional convolution operator and wln,u,v
is learned weight for u, v frequency of the n-th feature. The
linear combination of spectral coefficients is implemented via a
convolution with 1× 1 filter that scales and sums the features, see
Fig. 1. Since the DCT is a linear transformation, backward pass
through the transform layer is performed similarly to a backward
pass through a convolution layer. Harmonic blocks are designed
to learn the same number of parameters as their convolutional
counterparts. Such blocks can be considered a special case of
depth-separable convolution with predefined spatial filters.
DCT is distinguished by its energy compaction capabilities
which typically results in higher filter responses in lower frequen-
cies. The undesirable behaviour of relative loss of high frequency
information can be efficiently handled by normalizing spectrum of
the input channels. This can be achieved via batch normalization
that adjusts per frequency mean and variance prior to the weighted
combination. The spectrum normalization transforms Eq. (2) into:
hl =
N−1∑
n=0
K−1∑
u=0
K−1∑
v=0
wln,u,v
ψu,v ∗ ∗hl−1n − µln,u,v
σln,u,v
, (3)
with parameters µln,u,v and σ
l
n,u,v estimated per input batch.
3.3 Harmonic Network Compression
The JPEG compression encoding relies on stronger quantisation
of higher frequency DCT coefficients. This is motivated by the
human visual system which often prioritises low frequency infor-
mation over high frequencies. We propose to employ similar idea
in the harmonic network architecture. Specifically, we limit the
visual spectrum of harmonic blocks to only several most informa-
tive low frequencies, which results in a reduction of number of
4Fig. 2. 3× 3 DCT filter bank employed in the harmonic networks and its
compression.
parameters and operations required at each block. The coefficients
are (partially) ordered by their relative importance for the visual
system in triangular patterns starting at the most important zero
frequency at the top-left corner, see Fig. 2. We limit the spectrum
of considered frequencies by hyperparameter λ representing the
number of levels of coefficients included perpendicularly to the
main diagonal direction starting from zero frequency: DC only for
λ = 1, three coefficients used for λ = 2, and six coefficients used
for λ = 3. Fig. 2 illustrates filters used at various levels assuming
a 3 × 3 receptive field. Thus, reformulating convolutional layers
as harmonic allows one to take advantage of this natural approach
to model compression, and in doing also introduce additional
regularization into the model. The empirical impact of harmonic
model compression will be investigated in more detail in the
experiments below.
3.4 Overlapping cosine transform
DCT computed on overlapping windows is also known as Lapped
Transform or Modified DCT (MDCT), related to our harmonic
block using strides. The overlapped DCT has a long history in
signal compression and reduces artefacts at window edges [38].
Dedicated strategies for efficient computations have been pro-
posed [38], including algorithms and hardware optimisations.
DCT transform is equivalent to the discrete Fourier trans-
form of real valued functions with even symmetry within twice
larger window. DCT lacks imaginary component given by the
sine transform of real valued odd functions. However, harmonic
block allows convolution with DCT basis with arbitrary stride
creating redundancy in the representation. Ignoring the boundary
limitations, sine filter basis can be devised by shifting the cosine
filters. Given the equivariant properties of convolution, instead of
shifting the filters the same result is achieved by applying original
filters to the shifted input. Considering DCT-II formulation for 1D
signal X with N values, the DCT coefficient at frequency k is:
Fk =
N−1∑
n=0
Xn cos
[
pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
(4)
a corresponding sine transform is
Gk =
N−1∑
n=0
Xn sin
[
pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
(5)
which is equivalent to
Gk =
N−1∑
n=0
Xn cos
[
pi
2
+ 2piz − pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
. (6)
The shift given by pi/2 + 2piz for any z ∈ Z can be directly
converted to shift in pixels applied to data X . After simplification,
sine transform can be expressed as
Gk =
N−1∑
n=0
Xn cos
[
pi
N
(
n− N(1 + 4z)
2k
+
1
2
)
k
]
(7)
which is equivalent to the cosine transform of the image shifted
by δ = N (1 + 4z) /2k defined in (8).
Fk[δ] =
N−1∑
n=0
X
n+N(1+4z)2k
cos
[
pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
. (8)
This value represents the stride to shift the cosine filters to capture
correlation with sine function.
In other words, by applying DCT with a certain stride it is
possible to obtain the feature representation as rich as that obtained
with the full Fourier transform.
3.5 Computational Requirements
Harmonic blocks are designed to learn the same number of pa-
rameters as their convolutional counterparts. Requirements for the
DCT transform scale linearly with the number of input channels
and result in a modest increase to the theoretical number of
operations. Standard convolutional layer used in many popular
architectures that has N input and M output channels with a
kernel size K × K learns NMK2 parameters and performs
NMK2AB operations if the filter is applied A and B times
in particular directions. Harmonic block with K2 transformation
filters of size K ×K upsamples representation to NK2 features
and then learns one weight for each upsampled-output feature pair
hence NK2M weights. Transform of an A×B feature set costs
NK2K2AB on top of weighted combination NK2MAB that
matches number of multiply-add operations ofK×K convolution.
The total number of operations is thus NK2AB
(
M +K2
)
. The
theoretical number of multiply-add operations over the standard
convolutional layer increases by a factor of K2/M . If we assume
truncated spectrum (use of λ ≤ K) given by P = λ(λ + 1)/2
filters, proportion of operations becomes P/K2 + P/M .
While keeping the number of parameters intact, a harmonic
block requires additional memory during training and inference to
store transformed feature representation. In our experiments with
WRN models (Sec.4.2), the harmonic network trained with full
DCT spectrum requires almost 3 times more memory than the
baseline. This memory requirement can be reduced by using the
DCT spectrum compression.
Despite the comparable theoretical computational require-
ments, the run time of harmonic networks is larger compared to
the baseline models, at least twice slower (on GPU) in certain
configurations. This effect is due to the design of harmonic block
that replaces a single convolutional layer by a block of 2 sequential
convolutions (with individual harmonic filters and 1x1 convolu-
tion). Most blocks do not need BN between the convolutions and
thus represent a combined linear transformation. The associativity
property of convolutions allows one to reformulate the standard
harmonic block defined above so that the DCT transform and
5Algorithm 1: Memory efficient harmonic block
Input: hl−1
Define updates g ∈ RM×N×K×K ;
for m ∈ {0..M − 1} do
for n ∈ {0..N − 1} do
glm,n ←
∑K−1
u=0
∑K−1
v=0 wm,n,u,v ψu,v;
end
end
hl ← gl ∗ ∗hl−1;
Output: hl
linear combination can be effectively merged into a single linear
operation:
hl =
N−1∑
n=0
K−1∑
u=0
K−1∑
v=0
wn,u,v
(
ψu,v ∗ ∗hl−1n
)
=
N−1∑
n=0
(
K−1∑
u=0
K−1∑
v=0
wn,u,vψu,v
)
∗ ∗hl−1n
(9)
In other words, equivalent features can be obtained by factorizing
filters as linear combination of DCT basis functions. We thus
propose a faster Algorithm 1 that is a more memory efficient
alternative to the standard two-stage harmonic block formulation.
This reformulation is similar to structured receptive field [29]
utilizing different basis functions. The Algorithm 1 overhead in
terms of multiply-add operations with respect to the standard
convolutional layer is only K2/AB, where the input image size
for the block is A × B. The experimental performance of the
algorithm is evaluated in Section 4.2.
4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
The performance of the harmonic networks is assessed for image
classification on small (NORB, Sec. 4.1), medium (CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100, Sec 4.2) and large (ImageNet-1K, Sec. 4.3) scale
datasets. We consider a simple 2-layer CNN for the NORB dataset,
and two typologies of Residual Networks [39], [40] for other
datasets as the baselines for substituting the standard convolution
operations with harmonic blocks.
4.1 Small NORB dataset
The small NORB dataset [41] was intended for a task of 3D object
recognition from shape. It is a synthetic set of 96 × 96 binocular
images of 50 toys sorted into 5 classes (four-legged animals, hu-
man figures, airplanes, trucks, and cars), captured under different
lighting and pose conditions (i.e. 18 different angles, 9 elevations
and 6 lighting conditions induced by combining different light
sources, see example images in Figure 3). Training and test sets
used in our experiments are retained original [41]2.
We show first that harmonic networks outperform standard
and state-of-the-art CNNs in both accuracy and compactness (c.f.
Section 4.1.1) and also illustrate how Harmonic networks can be
naturally resilient to unseen illumination changes without resorting
to using data augmentation (Sec. 4.1.2).
2. https://cs.nyu.edu/∼ylclab/data/norb-v1.0-small/
Fig. 3. Images [41] of an object at two elevations captured with each of
the six lighting conditions 0-5 ordered from left to right.
TABLE 1
Models used in NORB experiments. Each row shows operation
performed at a given spatial resolution. Convolution and harmonic are
denoted as {conv, harm} M,K×K/S with M output features, kernel size
K and stride S; similarly for pooling K×K/S and fully connected
layers fc M.
Res. CNN2 CNN3 Harm-Net 2 | 3 | 4
96x96 conv 32,5x5/2 conv 32,5x5/2 harm 32,4x4/4
48x48 pool 3x3/2 conv 64,3x3/2
24x24 conv 64,3x3/2 pool 2x2/2 harm 64,3x3/2
12x12 pool 3x3/2 conv 128,3x3/2 pool 3x3/2
6x6 fc 1024 pool 2x2/2 - | harm 128,3x3/2 | harm 128,3x3/2
3x3 fc 1024 fc 1024 | fc 1024 | harm 1024,3x3/3
1x1 dropout 0.5 dropout 0.5 dropout 0.5
1x1 fc 5 fc 5 fc 5
4.1.1 Comparisons CNN vs. Harmonic Nets
Baseline architectures. The baseline CNN network is selected
after an extensive hyper-parameter search. The network (CNN2)
consists of 2 convolution layers with 32 5×5 and 64 3×3 filter
banks respectively, a fully connected layer with 1024 neurons
followed by a softmax classifier. Filters are applied with stride
2 and features are subsampled by overlapping max-pooling. All
hidden layer responses are batch normalized and rectified by
ReLU. We also use a slightly deeper network (CNN3) with an
additional convolutional layer preceding the first pooling. Details
of the architectures are summarised in Table 1.
Optimisation. The baseline CNNs are trained with stochastic
gradient descent for 200 epochs with momentum 0.9. The initial
learning rate 0.01 is decreased by factor 10 every 50 epochs. The
network is trained with batches of 64 stereo image pairs and each
pair is padded with zeros 5 pixels on each side and a random
crop of 96×96 pixels is fed to the network. The optimization is
regularized by dropout (p=0.5) on the fully connected layer and
the weight decay is set to 0.0005.
Harmonic Networks architectures. Several versions of harmonic
networks are considered (Tab. 1), by substituting the first, first two
or all three of CNN2 and CNN3 convolution layers by harmonic
blocks. Furthermore, the first fully-connected layer can be trans-
formed to a harmonic block taking global DCT transform of the
activations. The first harmonic block uses 4×4 DCT filters applied
without overlap, the further blocks mimic their convolutional
counterparts with 3 × 3 kernels and stride 2. Standard max or
average pooling operator is applied between blocks. Using larger
input receptive field realized by DCT transform did not provide
any notable advantage.
Performance evaluation. The baseline CNN architecture shows
poor generalization performance in early stages of training. The
performance on a test set stabilizes only after the third decrease of
the learning rate, see Fig. 4. Baseline CNN achieved mean error
3.48%±0.50 from 20 trials, while CNN utilizing harmonic blocks
6Fig. 4. Mean classification error on small NORB test set. Weak general-
ization of CNN (green) and harmonic network (blue) is observed during
the early stages of training. Filled areas (best seen in color) show 50%
empirical confidence intervals from 20 runs. Batch normalization of DCT
spectrum (first block) significantly speeds up convergence of harmonic
network (red).
TABLE 2
Introduction of harmonic blocks into the baseline architectures and the
respective errors on small NORB dataset.
Harmonic layers Architecture Pooling type Error %
CNN2 overlap max 3.48±0.50
1 Harm-CNN2* max (no BN) 2.40±0.39
1 Harm-CNN2* max 1.63±0.19
1 Harm-CNN2* avg 1.67±0.25
1,2 Harm-Net2 max 1.60±0.18
1,2 Harm-Net2 avg 1.56±0.18
CNN3 max 3.43±0.31
CNN3 overlap max 3.89±0.65
1 Harm-CNN3* overlap avg (no BN) 2.56±0.39
1 Harm-CNN3* overlap max 1.16±0.15
1 Harm-CNN3* overlap avg 1.14±0.20
1,2 Harm-CNN3* overlap max 1.21±0.17
1,2 Harm-CNN3* overlap avg 1.15±0.17
1,2,3 Harm-Net3 overlap max 1.18±0.16
1,2,3 Harm-Net3 overlap avg 1.15±0.22
1,2,3,4 Harm-Net4 overlap avg 1.10±0.16
*These architectures are constructed by taking the upper part from the
Harm-Net and the bottom from CNN baseline with the same number of
conv/harm layers.
without explicit normalization of harmonic responses exhibits
similar behavior resulting in better final solution of 2.40%±0.39.
Normalizing DCT responses of input channels at the first block
prevents harmonic network from focusing too much on pixel
intensity, allows using 10× higher learning rate, significantly
speeds up convergence, improves performance and stability.
We observe the average pooling to work well in combina-
tion with harmonic blocks. Error of 1.14%±0.20 is achieved
by a hybrid model with one harmonic block followed by 2
standard convolutional layers using overlapping average pooling
between them. A variant with 3 harmonic blocks and the same
configuration performs comparably with 1.15%±0.22 error (c.f.
Tab. 2). The best result was obtained by the model with 3
harmonic blocks replacing the convolutional layers and the fully-
connected layer transformed into harmonic block, misclassifying
only 1.10%±0.16 of test samples.
TABLE 3
Comparison with the state-of-the-art on small NORB dataset, showing
the proposed method outperforms other reported results.
Method Parameters Error %
CNN with input filter [43] 2.7M 2.53 ± 0.40*
Nonlinear SLPP [44] 1.5*
CapsNet [42] multi-crop 310K 1.4*
CapsNet [42] small 68K 2.2*
Harm-Net4 1.28M 1.10 ± 0.16
Harm-Net4, fc M=32, no dropout 131K 1.17 ± 0.20
Harm-Net4, fc M=32, no dropout, λ = 3 88K 1.34 ± 0.21
Harm-Net4, fc M=32, no dropout, λ = 2 45K 1.64 ± 0.22
*scores reported by the authors of the corresponding papers.
Comparison with state-of-the-art. Table 3 shows that these
results surpass all previously reported error rates for this dataset to
the best of our knowledge. The capsule network [42] claims 1.4%
error rate however estimated under different evaluation protocol,
where testing images are resized to 48×48 and prediction for
multiple crops of size 32×32 is averaged. The best reported result
for a CNN [43] 2.53%±0.40 uses wider CNN architecture and
four additional input channels derived from original input via
contrast-extractive filters.
Harmonic network compression. We further proceed to design-
ing a very compact version of Harm-Net4 (cf. Table 3). To do so,
the fully connected layer is reduced to only 32 neurons and the
dropout is omitted. The modified network reaches 1.17%±0.20
error and has 131k parameters. When applying compression with
λ = 3 the network reaches 1.34%±0.21 and requires less than
88k parameters3. By applying λ = 2 the total is less than
45k parameters. This model uses non-overlapping pooling to
preserve more of limited high-frequency information. Error of
1.64%±0.22 is achieved on the test set, in contrast with small
capsule network [42] with 68k parameters scoring 2.2%.
4.1.2 Harmonic Networks for illumination changes
Spectral representation of input data has a few interesting prop-
erties. Average feature intensity is captured into DC coefficient,
while other (AC) coefficients capture signal structure. DCT rep-
resentation has been successfully used [12] to build illumination
invariant representation. This gives us strong motivation to test
illumination invariance properties of harmonic networks and to
compare them with standard CNNs.
Objects in the small NORB dataset are normalized and are
presented with their shadows over uniform background. The six
lighting conditions are obtained by various combination of up to
4 fixed light sources at different positions and distances from the
objects.
Usual approaches to reduce sensitivity to lighting conditions
include image standardization with ZCA whitening [45] or illumi-
nation augmentation. Data augmentation is the standard approach
in CNNs for compensating the lack of variability in the available
training data. Brightness and contrast manipulations encourage
the network to focus on features that are independent of the
illumination and may as well generate images resembling lighting
conditions in the target domain. Contrary to these methods in
our approach we achieve the same effect by removing the filter
corresponding to the DC component from the first harmonic block.
3. In this particular setting, the first harmonic block manipulates 4×4 filters
and uses λ4×4 = λ3×3 + 1.
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Means of classification error over 10 runs over the test images
captured in unseen illumination conditions using small NORB dataset.
Augmentation None Brightness & contrast
Lighting Condition CNN Harmonic CNN Harmonic
Bright 26.3±2.6 10.2±0.4 17.6±0.7 9.4±0.7
Standard 30.2±1.8 18.0±1.9 22.48±1.1 15.5±1.1
Dark 31.2±1.8 18.9±1.2 20.1±1.3 14.5±1.4
Such network is invariant towards global additive changes in pixel
intensity by definition.
Set-up. The dataset is split into 3 parts based on lighting condi-
tions during image capturing: the bright images (conditions 3,5)
dark images (conditions 2,4) and images under standard lighting
conditions (0,1) illustrated on Fig. 3. The models are trained (with
and without data augmentation) only on data from one split and
tested on images from the other two splits that contain unseen
lighting conditions.
Performance evaluation. Classification errors of the best CNN
and harmonic network architectures are reported in Table 4 on the
test images (unseen illumination conditions). Harmonic networks
consistently achieve lower error under various unseen lighting
conditions in comparison to baseline CNNs, with and without
random brightness and contrast (only for dark images) data aug-
mentation.
4.2 CIFAR-10/100 datasets
The second set of experiments is performed on popular benchmark
datasets of small natural images CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.
Images have three color channels and resolution of 32x32 pixels.
The dataset is split into 50k images for training and 10k for testing.
Images have balanced labeling, 10 classes in CIFAR-10 and 100
in CIFAR-100.
Baseline. For experiments on CIFAR datasets we adopt
WRNs [40] with 28 layers and width multiplier 10 (WRN-28-10)
as the main baseline. These improve over the standard ResNets
by using much wider residual blocks instead of extended depth.
Model design and training procedure are kept unchanged as in
the original paper. Harmonic WRNs are constructed by replacing
convolutional layers by harmonic blocks with the same receptive
field, preserving batch normalization and ReLU activations in their
original positions after every block.
Results. We first investigate whether the WRN results can be
improved if trained on spectral information, i.e. when replacing
only the first convolutional layer preceding the residual blocks
in WRN by a harmonic block with the same receptive field
(Harm1-WRN). The network learns more useful features if the
RGB spectrum is explicitly normalized by integrating the BN
block as demonstrated in Fig. 1, surpassing the classification
error of the baseline network on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
datasets, see Table 5. We then construct a fully harmonic WRN
(denoted as Harm-WRN) by replacing all convolutional layers
with harmonic blocks, retaining the residual shortcut projections
unchanged. Zagoruyko et al. [40] demonstrated how dropout
blocks placed inside residual blocks between convolutional layers
can provide extra regularization when trained on spatial data [40].
We have observed a similar effect when training on spectral
representations, therefore we adopt dropout between harmonic
TABLE 5
Settings and median error rates (%) out of 5 runs achieved by WRNs
and their harmonic modifications on CIFAR datasets. Number of
parameters reported for CIFAR-10.
Method Dropout Parameters CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
WRN-28-10 [40] X 36.5M 3.91 18.75
Harm1-WRN-28-10 (no BN) 36.5M 4.10 19.17
Harm1-WRN-28-10 36.5M 3.90 18.80
Harm1-WRN-28-10 X 36.5M 3.64 18.57
Harm-WRN-28-10 X 36.5M 3.86 18.57
Harm-WRN-28-10, λ = 3 X 24.4M 3.84 18.58
Harm-WRN-28-10, λ = 2 X 12.3M 4.25 19.97
Harm-WRN-28-10, progr. λ 15.7M 3.93 19.04
Gabor CNN 3-28 [27] 17.6M 3.88* 20.13*
WRN-28-8 [40] X 23.4M 4.01 19.38
WRN-28-6 [40] X 13.1M 4.09 20.17
*scores reported by [27].
blocks. The harmonic network outperforms the baseline WRN,
see Table 5. Based on this empirical evidence we always employ
BN inside the first harmonic block.
Analysis of fully harmonic WRN weights learned with 3x3
spectrum revealed that the deeper network layers tend to favour
low-frequency information over high frequencies when learning
representations. Relative importance of weights corresponding to
different frequencies shown in Fig. 5 motivates truncation of high-
frequency coefficients for compression purposes. While preserving
the input image spectrum intact, we train the harmonic networks
on limited spectrum of hidden features for λ=2 and λ=3 using 3
and 6 DCT filters for each feature, respectively. To assess the loss
of accuracy associated with parameter reduction we train baselines
with reduced widths having comparable numbers of parameters:
WRN-28-8 and WRN-28-6, see Fig. 6. Fully harmonic WRN-
28-10 with λ=3 has comparable error to the network using the
full spectrum and outperforms the larger baseline WRN-28-10,
showing almost no loss in discriminatory information. On the
other hand Harm-WRN-28-10 with λ=2 is better on CIFAR-
100 and slightly worse on CIFAR-10 compared to the similarly
sized WRN-28-6. The performance degradation indicates that
some of the truncated coefficients carry important discriminatory
information. Detailed comparison is reported in Table 5.
We further compare the performance of the harmonic version
of WRN-28-10 with the Gabor CNN 3-28 [27] that relies on
modulating the learned filters with Gabor orientation filters. To
operate on a similar model we remove dropouts and reduce
complexity by applying progressive λ: no compression for 32x32
feature sizes, λ=3 for 16x16, and λ=2 for the rest. With a smaller
number of parameters the Harm-WRN-28-10 performs similarly
Fig. 5. Distribution of weights (averaged in each layer) assigned to
DCT filters in the first harmonic block (left-most) and the remaining
blocks in the Harm-WRN-28-10 model trained on CIFAR-10. Vertical
lines separate the residual blocks.
8Fig. 6. Decrease of classification error as a function of model size on CIFAR-10 (left) and CIFAR-100 (right). Parameters of harmonic networks are
controlled by the compression parameter λ, the WRN baselines by the width multiplier w.
TABLE 6
Computational requirements of harmonic block implementations on
CIFAR-10 with accuracy shown averaged over 5 runs.
Model GPU Epoch Error %memory runtime
WRN-16-8 [40] 2.8GB 45.0s 4.39±0.14
Harm-WRN-16-8 (standard block) 6.6GB 123.4s 4.44±0.04
Harm-WRN-16-8 (Alg. 1) 2.9GB 56.8s 4.38±0.09
on CIFAR-10 and outperforms Gabor CNN on CIFAR-100.
Harmonic block implementations. Here we compare the stan-
dard harmonic block implementation with its memory efficient
version introduced in Algorithm 1, see Table 6. The comparison on
CIFAR-10 dataset demonstrates that Algorithm 1 provides similar
overall performance but reduces both the runtime and memory
requirements by over 50%. We will therefore use solely this
implementation of the harmonic block except for the root (first)
layers, where this implementation is impossible due to the use of
BN.
Ablation study. The effect of filter parametrisation by DCT
basis is investigated by changing particular layers of WRN-16-4
(without dropout), see Table 7. The effect is measured as a change
in standard error over 5 runs. Firstly, the root convolutional layer
of WRN is replaced with harmonic block which adds 0.28 absolute
improvement over the baseline error 24.07%. Normalization on
the DCT responses gains another 0.12. Using the harmonic blocks
only in the residual blocks boosts the accuracy of the baseline
by 0.85. Replacing the first layer along with the residual blocks
TABLE 7
Modifications of the WRN-16-4 baseline on CIFAR-100: mean
classification errors and standard deviations from 5 runs.
Root block Harmonic root BN Residual blocks Error %
24.07 ± 0.24
X 23.79 ± 0.24
X X 23.67 ± 0.12
X 23.22 ± 0.28
X X 23.25 ± 0.25
X X X 23.21 ± 0.11
does not provide any empirical benefit. Adding normalization to
the root harmonic block gives only a subtle improvement but
decreases the variance by half. These observations correspond to
the results obtained on the NORB dataset, see Table 2. We will
always be employing BN as part of the root harmonic block.
Harmonic network compression. Section 3.3 describes how
convolutional filters in certain layer can be approximated with
fewer parameters. So far we have only considered uniform
coefficient truncation by truncating the same frequencies in all
the layers or simple progressive compression. This scheme omits
higher number of frequencies in deeper layers, but the same subset
of coefficients is used in all harmonic blocks applied to feature
maps of particular size. We believe better compression-accuracy
trade-off can be achieved by using more elaborate coefficient
selection at each layer. In this experiment we start with the
WRN-28-10 baseline trained without dropout which has been
converted to harmonic WRN-28-10 net (omitting BN in the first
harmonic block) by re-expressing each 3×3 filter as an optimal
combination of DCT basis functions. The first harmonic block
is kept intact (no compression in DCT representation), while
all other blocks are compressed. We compare three different
coefficient selection strategies:
• Uniform selection: at every layer the same λ is used;
• Progressive selection: the level of compression
is selected based on the depth of the layer
λprogr = max(α,min(2K − 1, bT/Depthc)) for
α = 1 or 2, constant T , and K is the size of filter
(λ = 2K − 1 corresponds to no compression);
• Adaptive selection: the compression level is selected
adaptively for each layer; the filter is excluded if its L1
compared to the other frequencies in the same layer is too
low. Specifically, if |wi,j |1 /
∑K−1
u,v=0 |wu,v|1 < T then
the coefficient is truncated.
The results reported in Fig. 7 confirm the behavior observed
above (see Fig. 5), i.e. the high frequencies appear to be more
relevant in the early layers of the network compared to deeper
layers. The uniform compression fails to adjust and discards the
same amount of information in all the layers, and is surpassed
9Fig. 7. Accuracy of compressed WRN-28-10 on CIFAR100 using differ-
ent coefficient truncation strategies.
TABLE 8
Classification errors on ImageNet validation set using central crops
after 100 epochs of training.
Model Parameters Top-1 % Top-5 %
VGG16-BN 138.4M 26.33 8.26
Harm-VGG16-BN 138.4M 25.55 8.01
ResNet-50 (no maxpool) 25.6M 23.81 6.98
Harm1-ResNet-50 25.6M 22.97 6.48
Harm-ResNet-50 25.6M 23.11 6.63
Harm-ResNet-50 (avgpool) 25.6M 23.1 6.53
Harm-ResNet-50, progr. λ 19.7M 23.12 6.61
Harm-ResNet-101 44.5M 21.48 5.75
Benchmarks
ResNet-50 (maxpool) [46] 25.6M 23.85 7.13
ScatResNet-50 [19] 27.8M 25.5 8.0
JPEG-ResNet-50 [15] 25.6M 23.94 6.98
ResNet-101 (maxpool) [46] 44.5M 22.63 6.44
by other compression strategies. By using progressive or adaptive
coefficient selection a model can be compressed by over 20%
without loss in accuracy. The best progressive method loses less
than 1% of accuracy when compressed by 45% without need for
finetuning. Note that frequencies are discarded per layer, selec-
tive approach could benefit from more fine-grained compression
tailored to individual filters.
4.3 ImageNet dataset
In this section we present results obtained on ImageNet-1K classi-
fication task. To deploy harmonic networks on large-scale datasets
a few adjustments are applied to the harmonic blocks: Firstly, in
the absence of BN inside harmonic block we merge the linear
operations of feature extraction with DCT basis and weighted
combination of responses (use of Algorithm 1). Secondly, we
normalize DCT filters by their L1 norm.
ResNet [39] with 50 layers is adopted as the baseline. Follow-
ing [47] we apply stride on 3x3 convolution instead of the first
1x1 convolution in the block. To reduce memory consumption
maxpooling is not used, instead the first convolution layer em-
ploys stride 4 to produce equally-sized features; we refer to this
modification as ResNet-50 (no maxpool). The following harmonic
modifications refer to this baseline without maxpooling after the
first layer. Similarly to the above reported CIFAR experiments
TABLE 9
Performance of the converted harmonic networks (error on ImageNet).
TrainingEpochsModel Top-1 %Top-5 %
full 90 ResNet-50 (no maxpool) 24.36 7.34
full 90 Harm-ResNet-50 23.58 6.91
finetuned 90+5 ResNet-50⇒Harm-ResNet-50 24.15 7.15
finetuned 90+5 ResNet-50⇒Harm-ResNet-50, progr. λ 24.60 7.43
we investigate the performance of three harmonic modifications
of the baseline: (i) replacing solely the initial 7x7 convolution
layer with harmonic block (with BN) with 7x7 DCT filters, (ii)
replacing all convolution layers with receptive field larger than 1x1
with equally-sized harmonic blocks, (iii) compressed version of
the fully-harmonic network. Each model is trained with stochastic
gradient descent with learning rate 0.1, reduced 10 times every 30
epochs reporting the final accuracy at epoch 100. We employ batch
size of 256, weight decay 0.0001 and random scale, aspect ratio &
horizontal flip augmentation as recommended in [48], producing
224×224 crops.
Table 8 reports error rates on ImageNet validation set using
central 224×224 crops from images resized such that the shorter
side is 256. All three harmonic networks have similar performance
and improve over the baseline by 0.6−1% in top1 and 0.4−0.6%
in top5 accuracy. We observe similar progress of the three mod-
ifications during training, see Fig. 8. ResNet-50 architecture has
17 layers with spatial filters which correspond to 11M parameters.
We reduce this number by using progressive λ compression: λ=3
on 14x14 features and λ=2 on the smallest feature maps. This
reduces the number of weights roughly by half, in total by about
23% of the network size. The compressed network loses almost
no accuracy and still clearly outperforms the baseline. It should be
noted that harmonic networks without bottleneck residual blocks
can be compressed more efficiently. Even with compression the
proposed Harm-ResNet-50 confidently outperforms the standard
ResNet-50 (maxpool), as well as the more recent ScatResNet-
50 [19] and JPEG-ResNet-50 [15], see Table 8. Furthermore, we
also observe a substantial improvement of 1.15 in top-1 error
% associated with the introduction of harmonic blocks into a
deeper ResNet-101 architecture. Note that similarly to ResNet-
50 the harmonic version is not using pooling and relies on striding
instead to reduce the computational complexity. Finally, Harm-
ResNet-50 (avgpool) demonstrates a largely similar quantitative
performance to the Harm-ResNet-50, which employs striding after
the first layer, at the cost of about 10% computational overheards
in training. This experiment further validates the selection of
nonpooling-based harmonic architecture as the main model.
We validate the use of harmonic blocks on an architecture
without residual connections as well. To this end we employ
a VGG16 [49] architecture with BN layers. Harm-VGG16-BN
obtained by replacing all convolutional layers by harmonic blocks
yields an improvement of approx. 0.8% in top-1 classification er-
ror. This demonstrates that the improvement of harmonic networks
is not limited to residual connection-based architectures.
Finally, we evaluate the conversion of the weights of a pre-
trained non-harmonic network to those of its harmonic version.
To this end each learned filter in the pretrained baseline (ResNet-
50 without maxpooling after 90 epochs of training) is expressed
as a best matching combination of DCT filters. We skip BN
inside the first harmonic layer since the related parameters are
not available. The direct conversion resulted in the exact same
10
Fig. 8. Training of harmonic networks on ImageNet classification task. Left: comparison with the baseline showing validation error (solid line) and
training error (dashed). Right: last 40 epochs of training for all the ResNet-50 based models including scores reported for the benchmark models.
TABLE 10
SE-ResNeXt networks: harmonic vs. baseline errors and comparison
with the state of the art on ImageNet.
Model Param 224×224 320×320 / 331×331FLOPS Top-1 Top-5 FLOPS Top-1 Top-5
ResNeXt-101 (RNX):
RNX (64x4d) [50] 83.6M 15.5B 20.4 5.3 31.5B 19.1 4.4
SE-RNX(32x4d) 49.0M 8.0B 19.74 4.90 16.3B 18.80 4.19
same, reported in [51] 49.0M 8.0B 19.81 4.96 - - -
Harm-SE-RNX(32x4d) 49.0M 8.1B 19.55 4.79 16.5B 18.72 4.23
Harm-SE-RNX(64x4d) 88.2M 15.4B 18.36 4.37 31.4B 17.34 3.71
Benchmarks
PolyNet [52] 92M - - - 34.7B 18.71 4.25
DualPathNet-131 [53] 79.5M 16.0B 19.93 5.12 32.0B 18.55 4.16
EfficientNet-B4 [54] 19.3M - - - 4.2B 17.4 3.7
SENet-154 [51] 115.1M 20.7B 18.68 4.47 42.3B 17.28 3.79
NASNet-A [55] 88.9M - - - 23.8B 17.3 3.8
AmoebaNet-A [56] 86.7M - - - 23.1B 17.2 3.9
PNASNet [57] 86.1M - - - 25.0B 17.1 3.8
EfficientNet-B7* [54] 66M - - - 37B 15.6 2.9
*model trained on 600×600 crops.
numerical performance due to the basis properties of DCT. We
observe a similar pattern of relative importance of DCT filters to
the one reported in Fig. 5. We then finetune the converted model
for another 5 epochs with the learning rate of 0.001, which results
in the top1 (top5) performance improvement of 0.21% (0.19%)
over the pretrained baseline, see Table 9. We also investigate the
conversion to a harmonic network with progressive λ compres-
sion. After casting the pretrained filters into the available number
of DCT filters (from full basis at the early layers to 3 out of 9
filters at the latest layers), the top1 performance degrades by 6.3%
due to loss of information. However, if we allow finetuning for
as few as 5 epochs the top1 (top5) accuracy falls 0.24% (0.09%)
short of the baseline by reducing the number of parameters by
23%. This analysis shows how the harmonic networks can be used
to improve the accuracy and / or compress the existing pretrained
CNN models.
Comparison with the cutting-edge techniques. Here we verify
the use of DCT-based harmonic blocks in the more elaborate
state-of-the-art models. To this end we modify ResNeXt architec-
ture [50], which is similar to ResNets and uses wider bottleneck
and grouped convolution to decrease the amount of FLOPS and the
number of parameters. The model is further boosted using several
state-of-the-art adjustments: (i) identity mapping in blocks that
downsample features are extended by average pooling to prevent
information loss; (ii) squeeze and excitation blocks (SE) [51]
are used after every residual connection. The network is further
regularized by stochastic depth [58] and dropout on the last layer.
Training is performed via stochatic gradient decent with learning
rate 0.1 and batch size 256, with the former decayed according
to one cosine annealing cycle [59]. In addition to mirroring and
random crops of size 224, images are augmented with rotations
and random erasing [60].
Our ResNeXt modification with 101 layers and 32 groups per
4 convolutional filters in residual block (expressing filters in both
standard bases and DCT bases) is trained for 120 epochs. Use
of DCT bases provides a subtle improvement over the standard
bases. Furthermore we upscale the network to use 64 groups of
filters, replace max-pooling in the first layer by increased stride
and train this network for 170 epochs. From Table 10 we conclude
that our model outperforms all other “handcrafted” architectures
that do not use extra training images and performs comparably to
the networks of similar complexity found via neural architecture
search. It should be noted that these models were also trained
on larger image crops than our harmonic network, whereby such
training typically improves the accuracy.
5 OBJECT DETECTION AND SEGMENTATION
Representations learned from features expressed via harmonic
basis are versatile and can serve well for transfer learning. We
assess here the performance of harmonic networks in object de-
tection and instance segmentation tasks. The popular single stage
RetinaNet [61] and multistage Faster [62] and Mask R-CNN [63]
frameworks are built upon our harmonic ResNet backbones. A set
of experiments is conducted on the datasets Pascal VOC [64] (Sec.
5.1) and MS COCO [65] (Sec. 5.2).
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Fig. 9. Training Faster R-CNN with harmonic network backbone on
Pascal VOC detection task. Mean average precision on VOC 2007
validation set reported with standard deviation after training on VOC
2007 train (dashed) and VOC 2007 + VOC2012 train (solid) sets.
5.1 Pascal VOC
We extend PyTorch implementation provided by Chen et al [66]
and train Faster R-CNN model based on our harmonic ResNets
with 50 and 101 layers. The first layer and the set of residual
blocks used on the highest feature resolution are frozen (not up-
dated) during training. Region proposal network (RPN) is applied
on the feature pyramid [67] constructed from the network layers.
RPN layers as well as regression and classification heads are
randomly initialized and use standard (non-harmonic) convolu-
tion/fully connected layers. Images are resized to set their shortest
sides at 600 pixels. The Faster R-CNN is trained with the learning
rate lr = 0.01 and batch size bs = 16 when the backbones
have 50 layers, and lr = 0.0075 and bs = 12 in case of 101
layered configuration. Models are trained on the union of VOC
2007 training and validation sets with about 5000 images for 17
epochs decreasing the learning rate by a multiplicative factor of 0.1
after epoch 15. We train the networks with original and harmonic
backbones using the same setting. Additionally, these models are
also trained on the combination of training sets of VOC 2007
and VOC 2012, consisting of about 16 500 images, for 12 epochs
with learning rate dropped at epoch 9. All models are tested on
VOC 2007 test set and the official evaluation metric, the mean
average precision (AP), is averaged over 5 runs. Final results are
reported in Table 11 for different depths of ResNet backbones,
detector architectures and configurations of the datasets. The
specific number of epochs and learning schedule were selected
TABLE 11
Mean average precision of Faster R-CNN models after 5 runs on
Pascal VOC07 test set. ResNet-101-based models are trained once.
Backbone Box AP VOC07 Box AP VOC07+1217 epochs 12 epochs
ResNet-50 73.8 ± 0.3 79.7 ± 0.3
Harm-ResNet-50 75.0 ± 0.4 80.7 ± 0.2
Harm-ResNet-50-AVG 74.7 ± 0.3 80.7 ± 0.2
ResNet-101 76.1 82.1
Harm-ResNet-101 77.4 82.9
TABLE 12
Mean average precision for different backbones and detector types on
MS COCO 2017 validation set. All backbones are transformed to FPNs.
Backbone Type Box AP Mask AP12 epochs 24 epochs 12 epochs 24 epochs
ResNet-50 Faster 36.4 37.7* - -
Harm-ResNet-50 Faster 37.2 38.4 - -
Harm-ResNet-50-AVG Faster 37.3 38.2 - -
ResNet-50 Retina 35.6* 36.4* - -
Harm-ResNet-50 Retina 36.3 36.8 - -
Harm-ResNet-50-AVG Retina 36.3 37.1 - -
ResNet-101 Faster 38.5 39.3 - -
Harm-ResNet-101 Faster 39.7 40.3 - -
ResNet-101 Retina 37.7* 38.1* - -
Harm-ResNet-101 Retina 39.0 39.2 - -
ResNet-50 Mask 37.3* 38.5* 34.2* 35.1*
Harm-ResNet-50 Mask 38.1 38.9 34.7 35.5
Harm-ResNet-50-AVG Mask 38.1 38.8 35.0 35.4
ResNet-101 Mask 39.4* 40.3* 35.9* 36.5*
Harm-ResNet-101 Mask 40.7 41.5 36.8 37.3
*scores reported by [66].
to reduce the impact of overfitting. In particular, when trained on
VOC07 the larger ResNet-101 and its harmonic version reported
a decrease in test performance of approx. 0.5 AP if the training
progressed to epoch 20.
From Table 11 we conclude that the models built on our
harmonic backbones surpass their conventional convolution-based
counterparts in all configurations as well as on both training
sets. In Fig. 9 we demonstrate the performance of Faster R-
CNN at different stages of training on VOC 2007 and VOC
2007+2012 datasets. Harmonic ResNet-50 with average pooling
following the root layer yields comparable results, yet has a
mildly higher computational complexity compared to ResNet with
striding instead of pooling. We observe a consistent improvement
due to the Harmonic architecture: by 1% mAP for ResNet-50
and 0.8% mAP in case of ResNet-101 using the Faster R-CNN
architecture.
5.2 MS COCO
MS Common Objects in COntext (COCO) dataset poses a greater
challenge due to a higher variety of target classes and generally
smaller object sizes. Higher input resolution is needed for good ac-
curacy. The networks are trained following the standard procedure,
images resized so that their shortest size is 800 pixels. The learning
rate is initialized by linear scaling method lr = 0.02 × (bs/16)
using default hyperparameters set up by Chen et al [66]. Batch
size bs = 10 and learning rate lr = 0.0125 are used for shallower
models while deeper models required batches of size bs = 6 with
the corresponding learning rate of lr = 0.0075. All models are
trained with standard 12 (24) epochs schedules with learning rate
decreased by 10 after epochs 8 (16) and 11 (22). Table 12 shows
that the use of our harmonic backbones consistently improves
both single-stage RetinaNet and multi-stage Faster and Mask R-
CNN detectors by 0.7-1.3 AP with identical training procedures
employed.
The state-of-the-art detectors rely on the cascade of detection
heads with progressively increasing IoU thresholds which refines
the bounding boxes and thus improves localization accuracy [68].
In Table 13, we report comparisons achieved with the Cascade R-
CNN architecture, trained using the 20-epoch schedule suggested
in [68]. The use of our harmonic ResNet-101 provides a 1.0 AP
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TABLE 13
Mean average precision on Cascade R-CNN architecture on MS
COCO 2017 validation set. All backbones are transformed to FPNs.
Cascade R-CNN Type Box AP Mask APBackbone 20 epochs 20 epochs
ResNet-101 Faster 42.5* -
Harm-ResNet-101 Faster 43.5 -
ResNet-101 Mask 43.3* 37.6*
Harm-ResNet-101 Mask 44.3 38.3
ResNet-101 Hybrid 44.9* 39.4*
Harm-ResNet-101 Hybrid 46.0 40.2
*scores reported by [66].
improvement for object detection similar to Faster & Mask R-
CNNs, and it also improves instance segmentation average preci-
sion by 0.7 AP (see Table 13). Moreover, a similar improvement of
1.1 AP is observed for hybrid task cascade R-CNN [69] that alters
the mask refinement procedure and exploits semantic segmenta-
tion information to incorporate additional contextual information.
These experiments on object detection and localization demon-
strate that the harmonic versions of the backbones provides a
meaningful improvement of about 1.0 AP in terms of both bound-
ing boxes and masks to the state-of-the-art detection architectures.
Our harmonic networks retain this improvement from the purely
classification task through the transformation to the Feature Pyra-
mid Networks (FPNs).
6 BOUNDARY DETECTION
In this section we demonstrate the flexibility of DCT bases
for non-classification related task, namely object contour re-
gression. The challenge here is to distinguish meaningful edges
from edges representing a texture. Data and annotations are
provided by the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set and Bench-
marks (BSDS500) [70]. Our model is built on top of Holistically
Nested Edge Detection (HED) [71], which is based on VGG16
network [49]. This model learns multi-scale representations, and
at each scale a boundary is predicted as a linear combination
of the features at the deepest layer in that scale. Predictions
generated from the subsampled features are upsampled with
bilinear interpolation to match the ground truth resolution. The
final prediction is estimated as a weighted average of all the
side outputs. A cross-entropy between each side output and the
ground truth contributes to the loss function. Following Xie et
al. [71], annotations from different annotators are merged based
on majority vote. Images are augmented into 3 scales, 16 rotations
and two horizontally mirrored versions. Training is performed
with Adaptive Momentum Optimizer.
Overlap of the predictions with human annotations is mea-
sured as an F-score on a precision-recall curve. Two metrics are
standardly reported on this dataset: the Optimal Dataset Scale
(ODS) using fixed contour threshold, and the Optimal Image
Scale (OIS) that is calculated selecting image-best thresholds.
Following [71], edges are thinned with non-maximum suppression
prior to evaluation. Our re-implementation of HED with random
weight initialization scores 0.761 ODS and 0.778 OIS (see HED
in Tab. 14). Replacing all the filters with harmonic blocks based
on Alg. 1 improves both metrics: ODS to 0.770, and OIS to
0.789 (see Harm-HED in Tab. 14). The qualitative comparison
presented in Fig. 10 demonstrates how the Harmonic version
of HED handles better the suppression of texture-related edges
preserving the relevant object boundaries. Initialization with a
Original Annotation HED Harm-HED
Fig. 10. Qualitative results of harmonic HED model trained from ran-
domly initialized weights. Our approach (Harm-HED) is better at sup-
pressing texture-imposed edges.
pretrained model typically plays an important role in this task.
The quantitative comparison is repeated after initializing weights
using the VGG16 weights learned on Imagenet. Harmonic HED
was initialized by the same set of weights using the network
conversion to DCT bases. This initialization provided a minor gain
in performance, still falling behind the results reported by [71], see
scores in Table 14. Interestingly, our harmonic HED still reaches
better performance even when both models are initialized the same
way.
Moreover, comparisons with two recent works based on steer-
able filters for boundary detection are included. First, locally
adaptive filtering for boundary detection was employed using
a shallow residual network with dynamic steerable blocks [72].
These blocks leverage steering properties of Gaussian derivative
bases which linearize certain transformations. Second, Worrall at
al. [28] have modified HED architecture with complex circular
harmonic bases to detect boundaries via representations equiv-
ariant to rotations. Both of these implementations use notably
smaller models. To match these we downscale our Harmonic HED
architectures by limiting the number of channels and network
depth similarly to [28]. Using DCT bases slightly improves the
small baseline model that already performs reasonably well, see
TABLE 14
Boundary detection results measured by ODS and OIS (higher is
better). Our proposed models are denoted as Harm-HED.
Method Layers/Chan. Params ODS OIS
Random initialization
HED 13 / 64 14 626k 0.761 0.778
Harm-HED 13 / 64 14 626k 0.770 0.789
HED 10 / 7 113k 0.738 0.756
Harm-HED 10 / 7 113k 0.743 0.763
Harm-HED λ=2 10 / 7 38k 0.740 0.758
Harm-HED progr.λ 10 / 10 118k 0.751 0.770
H-Net [28] 10 / - 116k 0.726* 0.742*
DynResNet [72] - - 0.732* 0.751*
Pretrained
HED 13 / 64 14 626k 0.777 0.796
Harm-HED 13 / 64 14 626k 0.782 0.803
HED [71] 13 / 64 14 626k 0.790* 0.808*
*scores reported by the authors of the corresponding papers.
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Tab. 14. Note, that different hyperparameters have been used to
train these harmonic nets. Equivariant harmonic network [28]
has complex bases that require complex convolution and learning
parameters for imaginary components as well. Increasing the
number of channels (from 7 to 10) in our Harmonic HED while
using progressive compression leads to a model with comparable
number of parameters yet better performance due to more rich
feature space. We observe that our ‘static’ approach based on DCT
bases without explicitly built-in invariance can detect boundaries
well compared to becnhmark methods.
7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach to explicitly incorporate
spectral information from DCT into CNN models. We have
empirically evaluated the use of our harmonic blocks with the
well-established state-of-the-art CNN architectures, and shown
that our approach improves results (e.g. accuracy & complexity)
for a range of applications including image classification, segmen-
tation and boundary detection. We also ascertain that harmonic
networks can be efficiently set-up by converting the pretrained
CNN baselines. The use of DCT allows one to order the harmonic
block parameters by their significance from the most relevant
low frequency to less important high frequencies. This enables
efficient model compression by parameter truncation with only
minor degradation in the model performance. This has been shown
to be particularly useful for tasks with limited training samples [6].
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